DISASTROUS RISE OF A LAWLESS C.I.A.

PRESIDENTS FROM WASHINGTON TO EISENHOWER FEARED THREATS TO LIBERTY FROM ABUSES OF POWER BY THE MILITARY–INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

Secrecy laws are meant to protect the innocent, not shield the guilty. Americans For Innovation.

THE C.I.A. IS A CHILD PREDATOR

Secrecy laws are evil when they shield the guilty instead of protecting the innocent. This is a story of cause and effect: On Jul. 13, 2015, PBS began airing Web Junkie by Israeli filmmakers Shosh Shlam and Hilla Medalia. They highlighted the health crisis of Internet addiction exploding among Chinese teenagers. China is the first country to formally classify an addiction that American parents know all too well. One boy insisted “Reality is too fake.” The C.I.A.—via its hijack of cyber space with The Eclipse Foundation and IBM—is culpable for these predatory practices that lure children online via games, Facebook, Common Core, MOOC and a host of snooping apps. The C.I.A. (In-Q-Tel) has become a digital Pied Piper for the world’s children. The C.I.A. and their legal, academic and commercial cronies’ secret agenda is to collect our children’s demographic data (“Big Data”—“The Cloud”—“Analytics”), store it in “dark profiles,” then titillate and manipulate them forever. In short, the C.I.A. and cronies have become child predators on an unprecedented global scale.

ORIGINAL POST

(JUL. 17, 2015) — U.S. law is clear.
The mission of the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) is to collect and analyze information from foreign countries about potential risks to national security. Their job is to pass that information along to U.S. government officials. See Senate Intelligence library.

The C.I.A. has no law enforcement or arrest authority, and can only investigate U.S. citizens suspected of terrorist activity in a foreign country. In short, their job is to gather information outside the U.S. By contrast, the FBI has law enforcement authority inside the U.S. and cannot operate outside the U.S.

FIG.1—PRESIDENT DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER WARNED OF THE ABUSE OF POWER BY A MILITARY–INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX. On Jan. 17, 1961, in his farewell address, President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned us about the threat to liberty and democratic process from unwarranted influences within the “military industrial complex.” He should know. He led the world armies in defeating Nazi Germany in World War II. He feared the very military tools he used to defeat global tyranny would become tyrannical themselves in peace time.

Video: The 9/11 Truth Movement
**C.I.A. HAS BECOME A SELF-FINANCING SHADOW STATE ANSWERING TO WALL STREET AND HARVARD HUBRIS**

However, the C.I.A.is managing, making and investing **billions of dollars** in the private financing of tech companies through its Silicon Valley venture capital company, In-Q-Tel, inside the U.S., protected by a dozen corrupt international law firms which need to be dismantled.

In-Q-Tel's Gilman Louie was appointed to the board of the **National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)** in 2004 when James W. Breyer became NVCA chairman along with Fidelity's Robert Ketterson and Kleiner Perkins' Ted Schlein.

Breyer was and is managing director of Accel Partners LLP, Facebook's largest investor and an uber-Harvard alum. IBM-Eclipse launched **EclipseCon 2004** on Feb. 2-5, 2004. Facebook launched on Feb. 4, 2004. You do the “coincidental” math.

This all happened just a few months after Leader Technologies completed debugging of key elements of its patented invention in Columbus. In 2010, Leader proved that Facebook infringes its patent on all counts, yet the courts protected Facebook, only to learn afterwards that all the judges in the case were invested to the gills in Facebook interests, even Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.

WikiLeaked emails from Austin-based Stratfor confirm that the C.I.A. provided much if not all of the early financing of Facebook. See previous post.

The evidence is now clear that IBM's Eclipse Foundation, under the C.I.A.'s direction, spawned the "social" tech world, which rose like a Phoenix in 2004 from the ashes of its inadequate client-server technologies after the theft of Columbus-based Leader Technologies’ invention of social networking technology.

Using simple geometric logic:

- Lawless means "not governed by or obedient to laws."
- The CIA has no legal authority to operate broadly inside the U.S.
- The CIA is operating broadly inside the U.S.
- The CIA is operating lawlessly.

The C.I.A. investments in Facebook, IBM, The Eclipse Foundation are clearly outside its charter since it operates these companies inside the United States.

**C.I.A. IS OPERATING LAWLESSLY**

With no charter to operate within U.S. borders, the following facts become unmistakable:

1. Facebook's creation was lawless.
2. Barack Obama's meteoric rise via Facebook intelligence was lawless.
3. Barack Obama's lawless acts as President are founded on his reliance on a lawless C.I.A. intelligence machine.
4. The Patent Office's Facebook page is lawless.
5. America's children have been lured into using a lawless CIA-managed social platform to share with their friends. This is lawless and predatory.
6. American "social" advertising profits are founded on a lawless premise.
7. Silicon Valley's reliance on mobile is fueled by lawless Eclipse Foundation code.
On Jan. 17, 1961, President Dwight Eisenhower warned us to:

EISENHOWER, Jan. 17, 1961: “Guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists. We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic processes.”

On Nov. 15, 2013, WikiLeaks released The Global Intelligence Files—over 5 million emails from the Texas headquartered “global intelligence” company Stratfor. The emails date between July 2004 and December 2011. They reveal the inner workings of a company that fronts as an intelligence publisher, but is in reality an arm of the CIA.

The emails show Stratfor’s convoluted web of informers, pay-off structure, payment laundering techniques and psychological methods. See previous post Facebook propped up by global money launderers.

STRATFOR–CIA TRADES ON INSIDER INFORMATION WITH BANKS, TECH AND MEDIA CRONIES

Stratfor’s documents reveal their exploitation of government insider information to make money. Their former Goldman Sachs Managing Director, Shea Morenz, formed StratCap with other senior Stratfor executives using convoluted offshore banks to make their trading appear independent. Stratfor also did secret deals with dozens of media organizations and journalists, from Reuters to the Kiev Post, which they formally named their “Confederation Partners,” but privately called them their “Confed Fuck House.” Such relationships destroy all notions of a Free Press and are corrosive to a Republic where separation of powers is a core

(Eclipse IDE).

8. Federal courts, including FISA, and attorneys who protect the C.I.A. are lawless.


10. Wall Street’s reliance on the Eclipse IDE engine is lawless.

11. The C.I.A./NSA’s threats to tech companies for bulk metadata collection was lawless.

12. . . .

Barack Obama’s Dark Pools of Corruption

We see. We “like.” We steal.

Facebook property theft

Click here for Washington’s ethical disease discoveries re. Facebook “dark pools”

Click to enlarge

Interview with Businessman who Met Malcolm Moos, Author of the “Military–Industrial Complex” Phrase

FIG. 4 — Eisenhower’s Farewell Warning.

by An AFI Contributing Writer exclusively for this post, 7/17/2015.

It was a real treat one day to have an esteemed university president, Malcolm Moos, address our undergraduate 20th Century American history class.

Our professor wanted us to hear directly from a primary source, and this one was an important historical figure. We were too young and lacked enough historical perspective to truly appreciate how important his message would be.

We were studying the Eisenhower Administration. As Ike was ending his second term as U.S. President in 1961, he asked his speech writer, Malcolm Moos, to focus on major new threats facing our country.

Moos told our class about his insights into what he named the “military–industrial complex.” He had lists of retired military officers who had become senior businessmen in the private defense industry. To him, this posed a great threat of undue influence.

This observation was consistent with Ike’s experience. One document in Moos’ archives (rediscovered in 2010) features a typewritten note from the president lamenting that when he joined the military in 1911, there were 84,000 army soldiers — a number that had ballooned roughly tenfold by 1960.

“The direct result of this continued high level of defense expenditures has been to create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportions, where none had existed before...”

Ike warned us about the “military industrial complex” in his farewell speech on January 17, 1961. It also echoed of Presidents Washington (in his
During the Cold War, the KGB ran a highly successful “Department of Disinformation” operation in the USA led by Colonel Vasily Sitnikov.

Stratfor appears to be plagiarizing Sitnikov’s book. Disinformation is the pollution of facts in an effort to steer the target toward desired outcomes. Sitnikov was highly successful at influencing the American media during the Vietnam War.

Today, the movie The Social Network is a good example of Stratfor-CIA disinformation. The evidence is now clear that Mark Zuckerberg did not invent social networking, Michael McKibben and Columbus, OH-based innovator Leader Technologies did.

However, to lure the general public into believing a Big Lie, euphemistically called “a different narrative” about Facebook’s origins, the C.I.A. hired Hollywood to exploit the general public’s ignorance of computer programming. They spun the yarn that Zuckerberg did it all by himself in less than two weeks. The mainstream media, NBC, ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX played along too. The Stratfor revelations show us why the media supported the false Zuckerberg Harvard narrative—they were in on the deception. They wanted the Facebook IPO that they were promised as the quid pro quo for their cooperation.

GEORGE SOROS’ GLOBAL SECURITY CHIEF & LABOR SECRETARY TOM PEREZ PLAYED ALONG

On Oct. 13, 2009, Genzburg wrote Stratfor’s Fred Burton:

“Hey Fred [Burton], I’ve got a question for you. I’m gonna do some work for the John Pritzker family in SF. Could be mutually productive, if you catch my drift…”

On Oct. 30, 2009, Genzburg wrote Burton:

“I’ve mooched too much off you guys so please bill me.”

On Jun. 26, 2013, Penny Pritzker was appointed Secretary of the U.S. Commerce Department by Barack Obama. Pritzker holds up to $23.4 million in Facebook Cartel stock.

The Stratfor 2007 subscriber mail lists (spreadsheet files attached to PDF) unearthed by WikiLeaks was prepared more than a year before the so-called 2008 banking crisis. That “crisis” now appears nothing more than a cleverly packaged and intentional C.I.A. smokescreen to confuse the unsuspecting and seize digital controls globally. Never mind that billions of human beings on the planet were nothing more than a cleverly packaged and intentional C.I.A. smokescreen to confuse the unsuspecting and seize digital controls globally. Never mind that billions of human beings on the planet were damaged.

George Soros’ security chief, Paul Genzberg, was more than a subscriber to Stratfor.

Contact your representatives. Ask them to pass it:
Real Americans need your support
http://www.contactingcongress.org/
http://americansforinnovation.blogspot.com

Click image above to download a poster-quality PDF optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger-size) poster.

America should not be in the business of cheating its entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such permissiveness is obscene.
C.I.A. "NATIONAL SECURITY" PROTECTIVE BLANKET FOR CRONIES

With such corrupting relationships, and with the most powerful intelligence organization on the planet behind you to throw a national security blanket over your misconduct, is it any wonder why Washington cannot get anything done?

Notably, Perez worked for the county council in Montgomery County, Maryland at the time that Leader Technologies’ patent attorney, Professor James P. Chandler, pitched the county on behalf of IBM, the C.I.A and Patent Office.

Just eleven weeks earlier, Chandler had taken custody of Leader’s invention source code, ostensibly for escrow “safekeeping.” However, magically, Leader’s key innovations all appeared in the next version 2.0.1 of IBM’s Eclipse Foundation source code—one day before Chandler met with Montgomery County officials. See previous post.

INVESTING FOREKNOWLEDGE IS FRAUD, NOT GENIUS; C.I.A. CAN EASILY MANIPULATE MARKETS FOR THE BENEFIT OF CRONIES

Both Soros and his hedge fund understudy and Facebook director, Peter Thiel, Clarium Capital, profited from the 2008 banking crisis.

The Stratfor disclosures show that Soros and Thiel use their CIA insider information to manipulate markets. Stating the obvious: it’s easy to buy low and sell high when your Stratfor cronies are fabricating the news upon which you trade. Such foreknowledge is fraud, not genius. See Bloomberg, Jul. 31, 2008.

CERBERUS—THE FAST & FURIOUS GUN RUNNER— ANOTHER CIA OPERATION GONE WRONG?

Cerberus is also a Stratfor subscriber. Cerberus is the company whose AR-15 rifles murdered U.S. Agent Brian Terry in Eric Holder’s bungled Fast & Furious operation (still stonewalled by the Justice Department). JPMorgan is Cerberus’ banker. See previous post.

The circle of wagons in these deceptions is tightening.

BANKERS, ACADEMIA & TECH FED AT THE STRATFOR-CIA DISINFORMATION TROUGHS

According to WikiLeaks Stratfor emails, bankers represent the largest Stratfor subscriber sector. UBS alone had 45 unique person-subscriptions (subscribers to multiple lists were only counted once), followed by Morgan Stanley 34, Citigroup 21, JPMorgan 20 and Smith Barney 15. Borrowing from Genzburg: “If you catch my drift…”

By comparison the US Army dominated the government sector with 101, followed by the Air Force with 22, Department of Justice 16 and Navy 14.

Academia is dominated by the University of Texas with 37 (Stratfor’s backyard), followed by Harvard 26, then Yale 19.

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP Insider Trading
10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints
11. Federal Circuit Cover-up
12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption
13. Prominent Americans Speak Out
14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari
15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms
16. S. Ct. for Schemers or Inventors?
17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?
18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues
19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Ct.
20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME
21. Corruption Watch - “Oh what webs we weave, when first we practice to deceive”
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
23. White House Meddling
24. Georgia AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed
26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since Stump
27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are intertwined in the Leader v. Facebook scandal
28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article “Everybody hates whistleblowers.” Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here’s an excerpt:

-Skilled manipulation of the firm’s extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously smearing their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage.”
STRATFOR-CIA “LIFETIME” GIFT LIST INCLUDES NUMEROUS SOROS CRONIES

One of Peter Thiel’s closest business associates is his PayPal buddy, Joseph Lonsdale. In 2004 the pair started Palantir (at the same time as Facebook, LinkedIn, wikis, blogs, Instagram, etc.) started—all right at the time of the first Eclipse Foundation EclipseCon-2004 conference on Feb. 2-5, 2004). See Hijack of the Cyber World Timeline.

Palantir supplies snooping technologies to the C.I.A. Because they are private, and because the C.I.A. operates in secret, Palantir is effectively an unaccountable American company, like many of the Stratfor subscribers.

REVERSE THE CORRUPTION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC BY A LAWLESS C.I.A. AND ITS MILITARY–INDUSTRIAL CRONIES

The “disastrous rise of misplaced power” that President Eisenhower’s feared is upon us. Reversal of this corrosion is our only option if we wish to redeem our Republic.

"...SO THAT SECURITY AND LIBERTY MAY PROSPER TOGETHER"

“Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals; so that security and liberty may prosper together.”

President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Farewell Address, January 17, 1961.

* * *

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself.

COMMENT

Click ‘N comments:’ on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to americans4innov@gmail.com and we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

Posted by K. Craine at 1:52 PM

20 comments:

K. Craine 🕒 July 18, 2015 at 8:19 AM

Support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner that instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless. Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis’ article.

POPULAR POSTS

OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT MICHAEL V. DRAKE Mired in PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Trustees and Provost promote learning technology that benefits trustee clients and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing Writers | Opinion

OSU BAND INVESTIGATION UNEARTHS SURPRISE TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN PATENT THEFT

President, Jeffrey Wadsworth, “counterattacks” the Band Alumni leadership T...

FIRING OF OSU BAND LEADER EXPOSES CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA

Jeffrey Wadsworth, Battelle CEO and OSU Trustee president, doles out OSU contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis...

GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH HOLDS MUCH STOCK IN OSU TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS

Governor’s trustee appointments reveal strong bias toward protecting his investments Contributing Writers | Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

MASSIVE WASHINGTON CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY LEADER V. FACEBOOK

Bi-partisan citizen group appeals to Congress to RESTORE PROPERTYCONFISCATED BY widespread federal corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...

HEALTHCARE.GOV HAS EXPOSED WASHINGTON’S ETHICAL DISEASE

Undisclosed conflicts of interest—on a massive scale—are choking Washington Contributing Writers | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

BOYCOTT NCAA MARCH MADNESS? COPYRIGHT-GATE

Constitutional rights advocates demand that NCAA stop its copyright infringement in social media; ask Congress to preserve Zuckerberg’s ...

LEADER V. FACEBOOK WALL OF SHAME

Judges go to jail for far less serious misconduct; Facebook users should pay
America was the best idea that the world ever conceived as a way for citizens to live with one another safely and freely. The Founders not only saw the new world as an opportunity to extricate itself from England, but they also spent thousands of hours studying the greatest minds before them (Locke, Blackstone, Cicero, Plutarch) to ensure minimum federal intrusion and maximum ability for the individual to achieve his dreams. The United ‘States’ was brilliantly designed for the citizens to vote with their feet. If a man and family wanted to explore, there was plenty of land out west. If they wanted to share Puritan values, they moved to Massachusetts. The entire Constitution, Bill of Rights, and Amendments were written to limit government. The Founders were indeed, cognizant of the failures of the nations before them that imploded because of ‘power and greed’ of their political hypocrites.

Of course America was a country of immigrants. It started with a few settlers that went toe to toe with the natives that had previously established their own faith and traditions, most of which were not acceptable to the new migrants from Europe. The settlers not only fought the Indians, they fought among themselves and then with the British rulers. Americans were used to fighting, literally fighting, for their beliefs. Through the next 200 years, Americans proved to be the toughest and smartest fighters on the planet. They not only fought for their rights and beliefs, but also fought and died for other humans that wanted to be free. In retrospect, these attempts to help others caused more harm than good.

---END, TEX Part I---

Reply

K. Crane  July 18, 2015 at 8:19 AM

So how did this country lose its will to fight for freedom and liberty? What happened that we so cavalierly eschew our Constitution, borders, laws, family lifestyles, and faith? In my opinion, it has been a creeping year to year until it finally became so overwhelming that it now looks impossible to avert the inevitable collapse. Of course history is replete with failed empires after failed empires. All became “government top heavy”, all had massive moral and integrity collapses, and all tried to tax and spend their way out of their death spirals. None were successful and we will not be either.

The incredible inculcation of the various behemoth government agencies into our personal lives, the lack of probity in their explanations when cornered, the massive linkage of agendas between the elitists, makes it seem unstoppable. The fear to say words (too PC), the attempt to take our source of personal protection (guns), the need to have someone black or someone with female parts despite their lack of preparedness to govern, and so on and so on, is so ignorant at this stage in our collapse. We need honest, outspoken, unafraid, and prepared leaders. It would be great if a leader was a minority of race or gender, but not a minority of truth and honesty. This next election can not be simply to set another “first”. It has to be about leadership and preparedness. It has to be a person not entrenched in one party or the other.

This AFI blog, although not a hugely followed media enterprise, has discovered the lineage of the progressive, new socialism. It has pointed out the obvious and interconnected formula......social networking and mind control. The fascinating piece of their nefarious intentions is the fact that, under their agenda, the print and network news media must die a certain death and these lemmings don’t see it. Most folks in our country get their news and ideas from the new kids on the block, not the NY Times, NBC, CBS, or Washington Post. Wake up boys, you are goners, too. Just watch the response of Obama, Holder, Lerner, the San Francisco city council, and of course Hillary, when one of these dinosaurs asks a legitimate news question. Major Garrett of CBS got spanghewed by Obama when he asked about why the Iran deal did not include the police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook's case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness,

...our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney “dark arts,” destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and respect for private property, democracy has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS

We know for sure that the AFI following includes federal judges and at least two international Cartel law firms! How do we know?

In court filings, JPMorgan's Skadden Arps LLP law firm complained to the Federal Circuit in PI-Net v. JPMorgan (Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam SOA patents) about AFI publicizing their financial and relationship conflicts of interest. They accused Dr. Arunachalam of publishing AFI.

In court filings, Facebook's Gibson Dunn LLP law firm in Paul Ceglia v. Mark Zuckerberg complained to the Federal District Court of Southern New York (Judge Vernon Broderick) about AFI publicizing the attorney and judge financial and relationship conflicts of interest. They accused Paul Ceglia and his attorneys of publishing AFI.

In court filings, Patent Office Judge Brian J. McNamara complained about AFI publishing his JPMorgan, SAP, Microsoft, Wells Fargo, Citigroup, etc. financial holdings in SAP's reexamination to Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's SOA patents. He did not like AFI labeling this conduct corrupt. McNamara took great offense at the hazardous waste warning symbol superimposed on his photo. He tried to spin it into a threat. He consumed a whole, long paragraph in his opinion to describe the skull and crossbones part of the international yellow triangle while failing to describe the word "Attorney" warning right below the crossbones on the sign. LOL. He accused Dr. Arunachalam of publishing AFI.

Notice a pattern of accusation in their complaints? They don't think anyone else besides their victims is paying attention to their corruption.

So, some of the right (corrupt) people are reading AFI anyway! Perhaps they will heed your pithy warnings and repent. We only need one good whistleblower. It could even be a junior clerk who has been taking good notes and making copies of important evidence of the wrongdoing they are witnessing.

Replies

Dave123 July 18, 2015 at 5:23 PM

David Kirkpatrick in an email said he was going to meet Mr. Hayes in London, and he did, Hayes handed over a UBS 'instruction manual' to David Kirkpatrick but didn't not say what happen at the meeting, but David Kirkpatrick and Henry Blodget knew about Libor fixing and knew what he had in his hands was a Gold mine, and it didn't take long for Harvard's Larry Summers to get his hands on this Gold mine, Goldman Sachs got there hands on this Gold mine, Libor - the London interbank offered rate - is calculated from submissions made daily by certain 'panel' banks, in 2008 Goldman Sachs tried to hire Tom Hayes with a $3 million signing-on bonus, Facebook than added the feature to tag certain friends or groups, (bankers lawyer Shady traders etc.) The ponzi scheme had everything it needed Larry Summers aka Goldman Sachs David Kirkpatrick helped set up Libor manipulation info on Facebook and they all knew facebook was stolen?? zuckerberg was just a puppet. this scam was back up by NSA the collection metadata facilitates that goal since it allows IBM, CIA, Eclipse members, and Facebook, to know everyone's connections and networks, intimately. It also allows them to line their pockets with Ponzi scheme scams rip-off and public offerings where their collaborators invest in each others' stock offerings, Spying on the World to make Money?!

WE GOT SWINDLED buy politicians in 1999 Lawrence Summers and Rubin passed the Gramm Leach Bliley Act the investment banks preferred subprime loans because they carried higher interest rates and the Securities and Exchange Commission conducted no major investigation of the banks during the bubble. And why not, in October 7, 2008, 146 people were cut from the SEC Enforcement Division, As you can see someone got PAID Very Well to cut the Enforcement Division, the FBI knew facebook was stolen but the FBI where running there SCAM? and the CIA IBM, Eclipse where funding this stolen Facebook?

Reply

Rain Onyourparade July 19, 2015 at 9:51 AM

You are right on Dave123.

According to September 10, 2009 Senate Testimony (a really big pile of total SEC BS and excuse-making for dropping the ball) on how the SEC "missed"
Bernie Madoff, one has to cut through all the empty bureaucratic babble like "rigorous new training" and "repositioned priorities" and "ready access to other with specialized skills" "share knowledge" and "aggressively reallocating existing resources" (excuse me while I go out the back and barf a hair ball).


In Mar. 2008, incoming SEC Enforcement Division Director Khuzami REDUCED management staffing by 40%. He was very obviously appointed to clear the way for the massive bank bailout fraud.

On Nov 4, 2008, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley received $33 billion in TARP bailout funds.

Two days later...

On Nov. 6, 2008, John W. White, SEC regulator, issued a glowing SEC press release "John White, Director of Division of Corporation Finance, to Leave SEC After Leading Unprecedented Rulemaking to Enhance Disclosure to Investors"


White then rolled right into the uber corrupt Cravath Swaine firm that also took in the uber corrupt Patent Office director David J. Kappos. Two foxes guarding the hen house for CIA, IBM, Accel Partners, James W. Breyer, Facebook and Wall Street.

http://www.cravath.com/jwhite/

On Nov. 10, 2008, Obama appointed Larry Summers to manage the "bailout" aka the Fleecing of America by Wall Street.

Disgusting. American citizens have just got to put these people in jail and stop letting them get away with this robbery. If we don't, we deserve every abuse they dish out.

---

Rain Onyourparade July 19, 2015 at 8:58 AM

Stratfor's sales people Jay Young, Debora Henson, Joe de Feo and Ronnie Oldhamare were either superhuman, psycho, or simply CIA order-takers: Their Salesforce.com report on March 31, 2008 - - - before the bank collapse of 2008... hmmmmm:

Avon,
Caterpillar,
Cedar Hill Capital (former Goldman Sachs),
Chevron,
Coca Cola,
ConocoPhillips,
Dell,
Dow Chemical,
Dow Corning,
Emerson Electric,
Intel,
Interest & Currency Consultants,
ITT Aerospace and Communications,
Kelly Services,
Kimberly-Clark,
Knights of Columbus,
Marsh Risk,
Northrup Grumman,
Perot Systems,
Schneider Electric,
Society of the Plastics Industry,
SUEZ Energy,
Texas Department of Public Safety,
Vinyl Institute,
W.R. Grace,
Wal-Mart,
Washington Group,
Watermark,
Wexford Capital (former Goldman Sachs), and Ziff Brothers.

Americans For Innovation: DISASTROUS RISE OF A LAWFULLS C.I.A.


Reply

Arasms Dragon July 21, 2015 at 11:20 AM

Just reviewed the Stratfor client list from their financial statement. Hmmmm. 12 of 16 companies are IBM Eclipse Foundation members, including Wal-Mart, Dell, Intel, Deloitte and Northrup Grumman. Boy, a whole lot of theiving deep pockets slopped at this CIA feeding trough. Oink. Oink.


Reply

dave123 July 21, 2015 at 2:12 PM

Just down load a free game and the CIA spy on you

Reply

K. Craine July 22, 2015 at 10:53 AM

Email comment by TEX:

Old TEX is evolving. Our socialist, passivist, ill prepared, cowardly, and very nosy government is on to something. I have analyzed the actions of these arrogant wimps and see where they want us to be. Here's my analysis.

1) our allies are truly our enemies. We can have too many friends.
2) no guns will mean no crimes. Peace comes from group hug.
3) contribution does not matter, because all of us should enjoy outcome equally
4) Christianity and capitalism are major causes of inequality.
5) Iran , with a big bomb, is good for peace and prosperity. Why should we worry about looney tune mullahs that want their people to die while killing all infidels ?
6) the answer to crumbling neighborhoods with crime, drugs, and lack of hope is to let kids burn down drugstores and schools
7) even though a baby fetus is not a real person to Planned Parenthood, the tissue and small organs are alive and valuable. We fund over $500 million a year to these loving folks to kill babies and sell parts so that they can have a nice income and big homes.
8) lying and deceiving is allowed but telling the truth is hurtful and not politically acceptable.
9) borders are mean spirited . So a few of those people kill our kids. So what?
10) the word sanctuary means freedom from responsibility and repercussions. Criminals are people, too.
11) the First Lady has a total expense allowance for vacations that has three commas, and nine 0's
12) climate change causes all of the above.
13) the only way to stop spending is to spend more. Debt is good. The more the better.
14) marijuana is a solution to knowing too much and knowledge is troublesome. Our president has a love of that way to relax. It helped him figure everything out.
15) taking air out of a football gets more attention from Congress than crazy Muslim kids shooting up a military base or a recruiting office.
16) marijuana is a solution to knowing too much and knowledge is troublesome. Our president has a love of that way to relax. It helped him figure everything out.
17) family is old fashioned......too many restrictions.
18) a desire for personal privacy is so selfish. Only the elites can hide stuff like college transcripts.
19) history is what we want it to be , not what really happened. A teachers agenda is more important than patriotism, freedom, and a civil society.
20) And finally, my "white skin " needs to be taxed. White people are the bane of America. White privilege is really hateful .

Now I see why that NAACP black face painted, lying white girl in Seattle and that lying Elizabeth Warren , the alleged Indian princess, wanted to shed the white thing and go rogue. I see why Al Sharpton feels that he is above paying $ 4.5 million in back taxes. I see why Obama will not talk about his 50% white privilege. Since white women (Hillary) have been picked on by white guys, I see why Bruce Jenner did his / her thing. And I see why Dr Carson , who refuses to buy into that agenda, is despised by the progressives. It is starting to make sense.

Yep, I , like all progressive liars , am evolving. Thank goodness evolution is more about elites controlling the herd and not about real adjustments to the challenges of herd survival which puts the elites in the same category as the rest of you sheeple . Just remember, progressives have one common characteristic......change everything that is "America." and call it transformation .


10/27
Have a great day, TEX

K. Craine  July 22, 2015 at 1:16 PM

TEX, wrote: "7) even though a baby fetus is not a real person to Planned Parenthood, the issue and small organs are alive and valuable. We fund over $500 million a year to these loving folks to kill babies and sell parts so that they can have a nice income and big homes."

Specifically, the Planned Parenthood Executive #2 wanted a LAMBORGHINI.

Hmm. Behind Door #1 is a HUMAN LIFE. Behind Door #2 is a LAMBORGHINI. Which will it be Ms. P.P. Executive?

A NEW CAR!

K. Craine  July 22, 2015 at 7:53 PM

Email comment by TEX:

A car? I thought a Lamborghini was an Italian sausage and pasta dish. Why would she want that instead of a Ford 150 pickup truck?

K. Craine  July 23, 2015 at 6:42 AM


Judicial Watch says it has obtained documents that show Internal Revenue Service employees used donor lists from conservative non-profit groups to target people for audits.

The group obtained the documents in a Freedom of Information Act request as part of a lawsuit against the IRS.

The records show how the U.S. Chamber of Commerce was targeted for possible “high scrutiny,” Judicial Watch said.

“These documents that we had to force out of the IRS prove that the agency used donor lists to audit supporters of organizations engaged in First Amendment-protected lawful political speech,” said Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton.

http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/Judicial-Watch-FOIA-IRS-targets/2015/07/22/id/658489/

Rain Onyourparade  July 23, 2015 at 9:51 AM


No surprises here. Murdoch is a member of the C.I.A.'s secret group of totalitarian elites. Look who Murdoch has on his board: Facebook's largest investor, James W. Breyer, Accel Partners. Guilt by association. Do ya think Facebook signed up to the NSA's mass data collection of Americans because they were forced to? Hardly. They WANTED that data as badly as the C.I.A. did. It has turned all these “big data” thieves into global child predators.

Trump threatens their agenda for global digital domination since he cannot be scripted like Zuckerberg and Obama. Next we'll see the heavy editorial hand on Murdoch's recalcitrant FOX commenters, you wait.
K. Craine  July 23, 2015 at 12:46 PM

This August 26, 2011 WikiLeaks email shows the cozy connections among the CIA, Stratfor, FOX, Goldman Sachs and George Soros (I wonder if Bill O'Reilly and Sean Hannity got the memo):

https://search.wikileaks.org/gifiles/emailid/2967636


Rodney Rice, ServiceMagic, Inc. wrote to Shea Morenz (former Goldman Sach) at Stratfor:

“Clearly you guys have penetrated the Fox news of the world as a mouthpiece...”

In the same email thread, Morenz had written his former Goldman Sachs colleagues seeking leads from George Soros:

“Anyone at Soros I should be talking to?”

Reply

K. Craine  July 23, 2015 at 1:12 PM

This WikiLeaks email shows the connections among Stratfor, the Bushes, the CIA and foreign actors like Carlos Slim. The email says that Shea Morenz, Stratfor’s Managing Partner, is an underwriter for Carlos Slim, the notoriously corrupt head of Telmex, the Mexican telephone company, according to Stratfor’s President and CEO, Don Kuykendall:

“Shea [Morenz] came to me with a simple proposal to use our name and geopolitical intelligence to form a basis to create a hedge fund (and then a balanced investment fund). Backing him were his father in law, Corby Robinson [Texas oilman], Secretary Donnie Evans [George W. Bush’s Commerce Secretary], Red McCombs [Clear Channel], Carlos Slims [Telmex, sic] to name a few.”

https://search.wikileaks.org/gifiles/emailid/415907


Reply

K. Craine  July 25, 2015 at 3:59 AM

BEWARE OF BITCOIN

Cartel principals Goldman Sachs and IDG Capital Partners China (James W. Breyer, Accel Partners - Facebook’s largest shareholder) just invested in Bitcoin.

(Apr. 30, 2015)–Circle Internet Financial, a digital currency startup based in Boston run by Brightcove founder Jeremy Allaire, said Wednesday night that it raised $50 million in Series C funding, led by both investment banking firm Goldman Sachs and China-based IDG Capital Partners.


The stench of corruption spreads around the world on this one. Spread the word, and the warning.

Reply

dave123  July 26, 2015 at 2:06 PM

In a 2011 article by Matt Taibbi in Rolling Stone, former SEC employees were interviewed and commented negatively on the SEC’s Office of the Inspector General (OIG). Going to the OIG was “well-known to be a career-killer”. And after you have closed a MUI that has never become an investigation you should “dispose of any documents in connection with the MUI, The SEC has been accused of missing numerous red flags and ignoring tips on Madoffs alleged fraud, SEC Assistant Director of the Office of Compliance Investigations Eric Swanson had met Madoff’s niece, Shana Madoff, when Swanson was conducting an SEC examination of whether Bernard Madoff was running a Ponzi scheme because she was the firm’s compliance attorney. The investigation was closed, and Swanson subsequently left the SEC, and married Shana Madoff.

opposite). Judge Wallach also failed to police his court when he failed to apply the Supreme Court’s Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale bar evidence, which included even the Federal Circuit’s own Group One v. Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a test which Judge Lourie should have advised Judge Wallach to follow since Judge Lourie helped write that opinion. Group One test omission analysis.

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the misconduct of his judges and Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his staff obfuscated when the court’s ruling was challenged by an amicus curiae brief revealing clear mistakes of law and new evidence. See analysis of the misconduct and misrepresentations within the Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with one of Facebook’s largest shareholders, Microsoft, who is a Director of The Federal Circuit Bar Association where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio officer. Additionally, the DC Bar revealed in a written statement that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in the District of Columbia. [Editorial: What does that make the Federal Circuit with its location within in a stone’s throw of the White House? A self-governing state?]
SEC has been accused of missing numerous red flags and ignoring tips not just on Madoff’s. A similar failure occurred in the case of Allen Stanford, who sold fake certificates of deposit to tens of thousands of people, many of them working-class retirees. In 1997, the SEC’s own examiners spotted the fraud and warned about it. But the Enforcement division would not pursue Stanford, despite repeated warnings by SEC examiners over the years. After the Madoff fraud emerged, the SEC finally took action against Stanford in 2009. Kotz violated ethics rules by overseeing probes that involved people with whom he had conflicts of interest due to “personal relationships.” then you got SEC employees who receive improper gifts or other favors from financial companies. According to former SEC employee and whistleblower Darcy Flynn, also reported by Taibbi, the agency routinely “destroyed thousands” of documents related to preliminary investigations of alleged crimes committed by Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers, SAC Capital, and other financial companies involved in the Great Recession. In June 2010, the SEC settled a wrongful termination lawsuit with former SEC enforcement lawyer Gary J. Aguirre, who was terminated in September 2005 following his attempt to subpoena Wall Street figure John J. Mack in an insider trading case involving hedge fund Pequot Capital Management; The Securities and Exchange Commission knew of the impending 2008 financial crash but did nothing to stop it, and Securities and Exchange Commission conducted no major investigation of the banks during the bubble. In October 7, 2008, 146 people were cut from the Sec Enforcement Division. Under the law, investigative records must be kept for 25 years, the Destruction of documents. The debate boils down to this: What does an investigative record mean to Congress? And the courts? Under the law, those investigative records must be kept for 25 years. But federal officials say no judge has ruled that papers related to early-stage SEC inquiries are investigative records. The SEC's Inspector general says he's conducting a thorough investigation into the allegations. [Kotz] tells NPR that he'll issue a report by the end of September, but the Securities and Exchange Enforcement division did get copies of IMs and Emails on how facebook stolen and on Goldman Sachs, and Lehman Brothers.

Rain Onyourparade July 28, 2015 at 11:02 AM

The U.S. Government really does think we are stupid. Yesterday, they put out a press release "NSA to Destroy Data Collected..." Sounds good. But the fine print is a joke. Walker, L. (Jul. 27, 2015). NSA to Destroy Data Collected From Mass Phone Surveillance. Newsweek.


Nov. 29, 2015 was set as a MEANINGLESS DATE. Some analysts will continue to get access after that date. So that date is no date. Then, they say nothing can be destroyed until all litigation is resolved. Interesting that they are all big on following evidence laws when they want to, but destroy Hillary Clinton's and Lois Lerner's emails while Congressional inquiries are occuring. Given the breadth of this abuse of privacy and property by the NSA, the litigation will likely be ongoing for a decade or more. And of course, backdoors for "special" Cartel analysts, and off-shore copies of the data will allow the bad boys to keep dipping into it forever. It's all safely stored in the NSA/Facebook "dark profile" stash somewhere offshore. This data is gold to the unscrupulous. They're not going to destroy it, no matter how many slick press releases they issue and get their lemmings at Newsweek to publish.

Conclusion: This NSA data will never go away. So much for the "NSA to Destroy Data..." public relations publum.

Rain Onyourparade July 28, 2015 at 1:49 PM

Dear Rain. Your comment confirms the revelations of this THE INTERCEPT investigation. The C.I.A. / NSA is indeed operating without a moral compass.

"AMERICAN AND BRITISH spies hacked into the internal computer network of the largest manufacturer of SIM cards in the world, stealing encryption keys used to protect the privacy of cellphone communications across the globe, according to top-secret documents provided to The Intercept by National Security Agency whistleblower Edward Snowden."

On January 17, 2014, President Barack Obama lied to the American people in to disclose his conflicting relationships with a Leader principle with whom he may have had deep professional differences during his time at the Senate Judiciary Committee—his former professor of law at George Washington University Law Center, former Leader director Professor James P. Chandler. See analysis of Judge Rader's undisclosed conflicts of interest in Leader v. Facebook. Judge Rader also did not stop his judges from creating new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of chambers—after they had debunked all of Facebook’s evidence on appeal, which is a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Updated May 22, 2015

Click here to view a Federal Circuit Leader v. Facebook
Conflicts of Interest Map.


Leader v. Facebook Legal Research Links

NOTICE: Opinion

This is an opinion blog. Any information contained or linked herein should be independently verified and should be considered the sole opinion of the writer. Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are protected by the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and other local, state, national and international laws. Therefore, as with all opinion, such opinion should not be relied upon without independent verification.

This site is a not-for-profit effort focused on education, news, investigation of issues in the public interest, and research, and relies on fair use copyright exemptions under 17 U.S.C. 106(a)-117 of the United States Copyright Act, in addition to any and all other related and relevant privileges to which a fair and reasonable person would attribute to this grassroots effort to root out...
his address on the NSA spying scandal exposed by Edward Snowden. Obama said: "The bottom line is that people around the world, regardless of their nationality, should know that the United States is not spying on ordinary people who don't threaten our national security and that we take their privacy concerns into account in our policies and procedures."

In reality, the leaked top-secret NSA/British intelligence document described an operation called "Highland Fling" which data mined the email accounts of French and Polish employees of Gemalto, a major SIM manufacturer.

They had no probable cause to suspicion these individuals other than a HUNCH that information gathered MIGHT lead to something useful. An ACLU analyst said, "These people were specifically hunted and targeted by intelligence agencies, not because they did anything wrong, but because they could be used."

These people are indeed lawless.


https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2015/02/19/great-sim-heist/


Arasmus Dragon July 28, 2015 at 3:04 PM

Who are these people we've let lose in the bowels of our government? CIA child predators. NSA stalkers. Planned Parenthood baby-parts traffickers. I just received this message from my Senator:

Dr. Nucatola discussed how organs were preserved during the abortion process with an eye towards later sale:

"We've been very good at getting heart, lung, liver, because we know that, 'I'm not gonna crush that part, I'm gonna basically crush below, I'm gonna crush above, and I'm gonna see if I can get it all intact."

Read more at http://m.snopes.com/pp-baby-parts-sale/#FleFpIw52OCt6h.99

These people sound hauntingly similar to the likes of Josef Mengele, Hitler's "Angel of Death." He experimented on Auschwitz death camp prisoners, including babies -- since they were just "tissue" and not human beings.


Isn't this the inevitable result when you give money and power to amoral and immoral people? Where are the checks and balances we were supposed to have to stop people like these from gaining power and influence? I forgot. The fox is guarding the hen house. They let them in the back door.

Reply
The Wininchina, Inc.  IBM/Fenwick/Chandler/Breyer/Accel/Soros goal: Steal from American inventors and exploit inventions thru China with C.I.A./In-Q-Tel cooperation

COVERT OPERATION TO SPY ON AMERICANS

C.I.A.

The Eclipse Foundation

Eclipse = Cover up the U.S. Constitution

Technology
• IBM
• Microsoft
• Eclipse Foundation
• Eclipse IDE
• NSA PRISM:
  09/11/07 Microsoft
  03/12/08 Yahoo
  01/14/09 Google
  06/03/09 Facebook
  12/07/09 PalTalk
  09/24/10 YouTube
  02/06/11 Skype
  03/31/11 AOL
  10/01/12 Apple (one year after Steve Jobs died)

Disinformation (pollute facts)
• Stratfor (ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, FOX, Comcast, BBC)

Confiscation
• David J. Kappos
• Patent Office Judges & Examiners
• Federal Circuit

Fronts
• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Instagram
• Common Core / MOOC
• Pinterest
• Groupon
• Zynga
• Mail.ru (Russia)
• Eurotech, Ltd.
• Eurotech SpA (Italy)
• The White Oak Group
• James LLC (Caymans)
• Accel Partners LLP
• IDG-Accel (China)
• IDG Capital (China)
• Baidu (China)
• Wininchina, Inc.
• Microsoft
• athenahealth/Castlight Health
• IBM
• Lenovo (China)
• Tsinghua University (China)
• Soros Fund Management LLC

Funding
• C.I.A. – In-Q-Tel
• JPMorgan
• Morgan Stanley
• UBS
• Citigroup
• Wells Fargo
• Barclays
• Goldman Sachs
• T. Rowe Price
• Vanguard
• BlackRock
• Bank of America
• Fidelity
• TIAA CREF
• Baillie Gifford
• HSBC

Legal Hitmen
• Gibson Dunn LLP
• Cooley Godward LLP
• Fenwick & West LLP
• Latham & Watkins LLP
• Orrick Herrington LLP
• White & Case LLP
• Weil Gotshal LLP
• Perkins Coie LLP
• Blank Rome LLP
• Fed. Cir. Bar Assoc.
• DC Bar Assoc.
• Harvard Law
• Stanford Law
• Yale Law

Corrupting Litigation & Lawmaking
• Eric H. Holder, Jr.
• John G. Roberts, Jr.
• Justice Department
• Judicial Conference
• Judiciary Committees
• Federal Judiciary
• FISA Court
• America Invents Act
• HealthCare.gov
• Fast & Furious / AP snooping
• IRS targeting
• Net Neutrality
• Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
• Iran Deal
• “Safe harbor concept” used as ethics excuse for carte blanche judicial financial nondisclosure
• False Statement Accountability Act of 1996 (these people may lie to courts, Congress and The People without liability)

What other than capitulation to CIA threats could have gotten these competitors to fall in line?

Is the solar eclipse symbol of Islam just a coincidence?

Qur’anic Scholar: “If a Muslim feels threatened, he is permitted to lie to ‘people of the book’ (Infidels: Christians, Jews, Westerners).”
See Q. 98:6, 3:51, 3:28. Does this sound like an Administration we know?

Notice: This document may contain opinion that should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself.
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